OUTBACK BY AIR
ANCIENT WILDERNESS ESCAPE

SYDNEY - LOUTH (TRILBY STATION) - LONGREACH BIRDSVILLE - KINGS CREEK STATION - ULURU - WILLIAM
CREEK - FLINDERS RANGES (ARKAROOLA) - LAKE MUNGO

BIG RED - BIRDSVILLE

DAY 1
SYDNEY - LOUTH
Our crew welcome you at Bankstown Airport (Sydney)
before departing on this exciting Outback adventure.
Take in the aerial views from our private aircraft as we head
west towards Cobar and Louth. On landing at Louth, enjoy a
drink and lunch at Shindy’s Inn, overlooking The Darling
River. We take an Outback dirt track to Trilby Station, a
family owned 320,000 acre sheep station. This overnight
stop focuses on offering the true Australian Outback station
experience, gaining insight into life on a remote sheep
property. Immerse yourself in the landscape, appreciating a
bush sunset with drinks and canapés. Over a home cooked
dinner under the stars you will hear about life on the station
from fifth generation farmers, The Murray Family.
Schedule:
8:30 Bankstown to Cobar Flight Time: 2:17.
11:30 Cobar to Louth Flight Time: 0:31.
12:30 Lunch at Shindy's Inn Pub
4:00 PM Trilby Station- Cheese and nibbles around campfire
at sunset
7:00 PM Bunkhouse for 2 course home cooked dinner.
Destinations: Louth, Trilby Station
Accommodation: Trilby Station – the renovated Shearers’
Quarters or Station Cottages with shared bathroom facilities
Inclusions: Lunch, Dinner, Tours
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DAY 2
LOUTH - LONGREACH
This morning we board our private aircraft heading to the
pioneering town of Longreach. Our flight path takes us north
through Queensland’s Channel Country, with endless
horizons filled with deep red sand hills and orange
escarpments.
Tonight we spend the evening amongst nature watching the
sunset as we cruise the Thomson River. There are endless
photo opportunities on this gentle sunset cruise before we
go ashore for a traditional Outback dinner and show, under
the stars – a night to remember.
Schedule:
7:00 Breakfast
8:00 Walking tour, see the shearing shed, walk along the
river, visit the chook house, workshop, garden and the
onsite aircraft hangar.
10:30 Louth to Longreach Flight Time: 3:15.
2:30 PM Lunch at Mitchell Grass Retreat
3:45 PM Bus Pick up for Sunset River Cruise on the
Thomson River followed by Dinner
Destination: Longreach
Accommodation: Mitchell Grass Retreat
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Tours
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DAY 3
LONGREACH
Enjoy the natural splendour of an Outback sunrise before
breakfast on your private deck at the Retreat. Today we
swap our wings for wheels and set off in our private
transport for a day of exploring. Enjoy Outback big sky
scenery as we head to the Age of Dinosaurs experience,
painting a picture of what this area looked like 90 million
years ago. Witness the monumental March of the
Titanosaurs exhibition that was recently opened to the
public.
Schedule:
6:30 Breakfast
7:00 Bus trip to Winton (approx 1:45 travel time)
9:15 Age of Dinosaurs Tour
12:30 Lunch
3:30 PM Bus trip back to Longreach
7:30 Dinner
Destination: Longreach
Accommodation: Mitchell Grass Retreat
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Tours
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DAY 4
LONGREACH - BIRDSVILLE
Enjoy a leisurely start to the day at the Stockmans Hall of
Fame before making our way back to the airport. Take in the
infinite skies and aerial views as we continue on our way
towards Birdsville, flying over the Simpson Desert. Upon
landing, our plane will taxi us right up to the front door of
the famous Birdsville Hotel! Where else in the world can you
do this!
Enjoy a beer and the view from the verandah while we wait
for our four wheel drive to take us to “Big Red” – the
Simpson Desert’s largest sand dune, with the second largest
dune beside it making them the world’s longest parallel
dunes. Share the experience of a stunning golden sunset
amongst the dunes, with drinks and snacks. This evening we
enjoy traditional Outback hospitality back at the pub.
Schedule:
7:00 Breakfast
9:00 Stockmans Hall of Fame
12:00 Longreach to Birdsville Flight Time: 2:16.
4:00 PM Tour of Town, Big Red and Sunset Drinks
7:30 PM Dinner
Destinations: Birdsville
Accommodation: The Birdsville Hotel
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Tours
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DAY 5
BIRDSVILLE - KINGS CREEK STATION
Today we make our way further towards the centre of
Australia as we fly west into the Northern Territory. Our
flight path takes us over the expansive Simpson Desert, a
unique landscape of sand dunes, desert grass and bush.
Our destination for this evening is Kings Creek Station, a
beautiful property nestled amongst the bush. Learn about
the culture of the Luritja and Pertame (Southern Aranda)
people on the Karrke Cultural Tour, as our guides share cul‐
tural knowledge on bush tucker and bush medicines used
for spiritual and healing.
This evening we enjoy the serenity surrounding our
glamping site and spend an evening under the stars.
Schedule (Times in Local - NT is half an hour behind Sydney)
8:00 Breakfast
11:00 Birdsville to Kings Creek Station Flight Time: 3:15
12:00 Lunch in flight en-route to Kings Creek Station
4:00 PM Karrke Aboriginal Cultural Experience & Tours
5:30 PM Dinner at Kings Creek Station
7:00 PM Arrive back at accommodation after dinner
Destinations: Kings Creek Station
Accommodation: Kings Creek Station –at the Mort Conway
Camp
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Tours
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DAY 6
KINGS CREEK STATION - ULURU
This morning we visit the area surrounding Kings Creek
Station. Explore Watarrka National Park, home to the
mighty Kings Canyon; a majestic destination featuring 300
metre high sandstone walls and palm-filled crevices.
We farewell the rocky canyon and head to the heart of the
red centre – Uluru also known as the 'The Rock", which was
formed over 350 million years ago:
"Around 500 million years ago, the whole area became covered
in sea. Sand and mud fell to the bottom and covered the
seabed, including these fans. The weight of the new seabed
turned the fans into rock. The sandy fan became sandstone
(Uluru) while the rocky fan became conglomerate rock (Kata
Tjuta).
400 million years ago, the sea disappeared. Rocks folded and
tilted as the earth’s tectonic plates shifted. Kata Tjuta tilted
slightly and Uluru tilted 90 degrees.
Over the last 300 million years, the softer rocks eroded away,
leaving the spectacular forms of Uluru and Kata Tjuta behind." Source: Parks Australia.
Get set for an evening of delight at the breathtaking Sounds
of Silence dinner. Admire the ever changing colour of the
rock as the sun sets upon it. Indulging in canapés and
sparkling wine overlooking spectacular Uluru-Kata Tjuta
National Park, this evening will be one to remember.
Schedule (Times in Local - NT is half an hour behind Sydney)
8:00 Breakfast
9:00 Kings Canyon Walk (light to moderate walk available)
12:00 Kings Creek Station to Ayers Rock Flight Time: 0:28.
2:30 PM Lunch at your leisure at Sails in the Desert
3:45 PM Sounds of Silence pickup from accommodation
Destinations: Kings Canyon, Uluru
Accommodation: Sails in the Desert - 5 Star Luxury Hotel
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Tours.
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LAKE AMADEUS

DAY 7
ULURU - WILLIAM CREEK
We have an early start to the day to make the most of the
unrivalled sunrise in the World Heritage listed Uluru-Kata
Tjuta National Park. With Uluru basking in the light as a new
day begins, experience the sunrise with a guided drive
around the Base of Uluru.
As you travel towards Uluru its vast shape rises from the
sand dunes as the early dawn light highlights it presence in
this country. Your guide will take you to a special location
with uninterrupted views to watch the sun rise over this
amazing monolith. Enjoy a picnic breakfast before you
experience the highlights of Uluru. Your guide will escort
you to Mutitjulu Waterhole where you will learn the
creation stories of Liru (venomous snake) and Kuniya
(Python). Explore the most profound and culturally
significant monolith in Australia. Embrace the culture,
geology and environment that is Uluru. We then make our
way to Kata Tjuta where you can revel in the serenity of a
truly spiritual place. Learn about this diverse environment
and take in the breath-taking views from two lookouts while
having lunch.
Climb aboard as we make our way to the remote town of
William Creek (population 10) on the famous Oodnadatta
Track. William Creek (also fondly known as Bill Rivers)
neighbours the world’s largest cattle station - Anna Creek
Station, home to the stunning Painted Hills. This evening we
dine at the authentic bush pub, The William Creek Hotel.
This pub is loved by travellers from all around the world,
with a front bar decorated by hundreds of notes,
memorabilia and mementos.
Schedule: (Times in Local)
6:00 Tour pickup - packed breakfast included
11:00 Lunch at Kata Tjuta
12:30 Drop off back at Ayers Rock Airport
1:00 PM Ayers Rock to William Creek Flight Time: 2:41.
6:00 PM Dinner at William Creek
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Destinations: Uluru, Kata Tjuta, William Creek
Accommodation: The William Creek Hotel
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Tours

DAY 8
WILLIAM CREEK - ARKAROOLA
Take a journey to visit the untouched landscape of The
Painted Hills of Anna Creek Station – filled with ancient
fossils and spectacular colours. Enjoy more mesmerising
images as we fly over Lake Eyre and The Marree Man as we
make our way towards the Flinders Ranges. This remarkable
landscape is made up of ancient hills dramatically sculpted
through seismic activity, accompanied by scattered watering
holes. We land at Balcanoona Airstrip and then make our
way to the Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary.
Schedule: (Times in Local SA is half an hour behind Sydney)
6:45 (approx) Flight to the Painted Hills (optional)
10:30 William Creek to Leigh Creek Flight Time: 1:06. (fuel
stop)
12:15 Leigh Creek to Balcanoona Flight Time: 0:20.
1:00 PM Balcanoona airstrip pickup
2:00 PM Lunch at accommodation
6:00 PM Dinner
Destinations: The Marree Man, Balcanoona, Arkaroola
Accommodation: Arkaroola Wilderness Sanctuary
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Tours
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DAY 9
ARKAROOLA - LAKE MUNGO
Awaken to the peace and serenity surrounding us at the
Wilderness lodge. Our local guide will take us through some
of the most spectacularly rugged country on earth and share
their knowledge of Arkaroola’s 1,600 million year geological
history on the ‘Ridgetop Tour’.
We then make our way to Mungo National Park. Our flight
path takes us over Lake Frome, a dessert-like melange of
gold earth and swirling white salt pans, an amazing sight
from above. This evening, our local guide at Mungo National
Park will take us on a sunset tour walking the iconic Walls of
China, where scientists have discovered artefacts dating
back over 50,000 years.
Schedule: (Times in Local SA is half an hour behind Sydney)
8:00 Wilderness Ridge Top Tour
1:00 PM Lunch and drop off at Balcanoona Airstrip
1:30 PM Balcanoona to Mungo Lodge Flight Time: 1:59.
4:00 Mungo National Park sunset tour
6:30 PM Dinner
Destinations: Lake Mungo National Park
Accommodation: Mungo Lodge – King deluxe cabins in
unique surroundings
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner, Tours
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DAY 10
MUNGO NATIONAL PARK - SYDNEY
This morning we bid farewell to the remote Outback as we
fly across into eastern NSW's Riverina region. Enjoy the
views of the changing landscapes as we make our way to
Griffith for lunch and a fuel stop.
Take in the views on our last leg as we cross regional NSW.
Sit back, relax and enjoy the scenery from this vantage point
as we take you home. Over 10 days we have covered over
5,200 kms and visited 8 destinations. We trust you have
enjoyed your experience with Outback By Air and hope to
welcome you back for another adventure soon.
Schedule:
7:00 Breakfast
9:30 Mungo Lodge to Griffith Flight Time: 1:09.
11:00 Lunch at Griffith
12:30 PM Griffith to Bankstown Flight Time: 1:49.
Destinations: Griffith, Sydney
Inclusions: Breakfast, Lunch
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TRIP CHECKLIST
Packed bag as per the Packing guidelines
Camera
Hat, Sunglasses and Sunscreen
Walking Shoes
Water Bottle
Warm Jacket/Wind Jacket
Closed comfortable shoes for the flights
Face Mask
Proof of Vaccine Certificate

OUTBACK BY AIR
COVID SAFE POLICY
To ensure you are able to travel safely during these times we have developed a COVID-19 Policy as
detailed below. Our policy is followed by our crew and passengers, in the lead up to, as well as
whilst on tour.
As some states and organisations have varying policies on COVID-19 Vaccine's, Outback By Air
requires all passengers and crew to be fully vaccinated with an approved COVID vaccine. This is
necessary to ensure that we are able to travel freely interstate and into remote regions. As per
government guidelines, there are medical exemptions in place for passengers unable to receive
a vaccine – please consult with your GP.
Different states and venues may have varying COVID Policies- all Outback By Air passengers
and crew must also follow the rules of these locations.
Passengers will be advised that while wearing a mask may not be mandatory in some locations,
NSW Health strongly recommends people wear a mask when unable to physically distance.
Crew are instructed to limit contact with others – no shaking hands or touching objects unless
necessary.
All passengers are provided with individual alcohol-based hand sanitiser, face masks and
individual waste bags.
Passengers will complete a verbal screening questionnaire before embarking on the tour
Passengers will have their temperature tested each time they board the aircraft.
Both staff and passengers are encouraged to practice good hand hygiene and good
sneeze/cough hygiene by washing hands often with soap and water or with hand sanitiser
(provided by OBA) before and after eating and after using the bathroom. They are encouraged
to cover nose and mouth when coughing and sneezing, disposing of tissues and immediately
washing hands. They are encouraged to avoid touching their mouth, eyes and nose. This health
advice is provided in the seat pocket of every passenger seat.
Passengers will be instructed to stay in their assigned seats for each flight.
Seats, tables and door handles will be wiped with disinfectant after each flight by a member of
staff.
Where possible, OBA will seat groups together.
If a member of staff or a passenger reports symptoms of Covid, OBA will immediately contact
the National Coronavirus hotline (1800 020 080) and follow all instructions.
OBA will keep up to date and follow public health and WHS advice
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OUR TOURS
CLASSIC OUTBACK PUB CRAWL 17, 24 MARCH 2022
OUTBACK LOOP 30 MARCH 2022
CLASSIC OUTBACK PUB CRAWL 7 APRIL 2022
NSW OUTBACK SAFARI 20 APRIL 2022
BIRDSVILLE AND BEYOND 28 APRIL 2022
ANCIENT WILDERNESS ESCAPE 7 MAY 2022
CLASSIC OUTBACK PUB CRAWL 21 MAY 2022
QUEENSLAND BIG SKY TOUR 27 MAY 2022
CHEERS TO THE OUTBACK 3 JUNE 2022
ULTIMATE OUTBACK CRUSADE 9 JUNE 2022
OUTBACK CLASSIC 25 JUNE 2022
RED CENTRE INDULGENCE 10 JULY 2022
CLASSIC OUTBACK PUB CRAWL 29 JULY 2022
BIRDSVILLE AND BEYOND 11, 25 AUGUST 2022
THE BIRDSVILLE RACES 2 SEPTEMBER 2022
ULTIMATE OUTBACK CRUSADE 13 SEPTEMBER 2022
CLASSIC OUTBACK PUB CRAWL 6, 13, 20, 27 OCTOBER 2022
TASMANIAN EXPERIENCE NOV 2022
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN ESCAPE NOV 2022

visit www.outbackbyair.com.au for more info

